Your Partner in Nursing Education

Supporting faculty with
innovative teaching resources
Improve student outcomes and gain valuable insight using
Lecturio’s comprehensive curriculum and smart learning features

Created by the nurses of today.
For the nurses of tomorrow.

A warm welcome
Dear Faculty Colleague,
Are you exhausted from trying to provide accessible nursing content for your students?
For most of us, the huge amount of time and energy spent creating
voiceover PowerPoints and finding quality nursing videos on the
internet has left us thinking there must be a better way to teach key
content to nursing students. I promise you there is!
You no longer need to spend hours looking for elusive and reliable
YouTube videos on key topics such as starting an IV, acute coronary
syndrome, the stages of labor, or any other of the hundreds of topics
we teach in nursing school!
Lecturio Nursing has you covered.
Our team of practicing nurse educators have developed a wide range
of resources for you, including concise video lectures, smart recall
quizzes, lecture slides, clinical skills modules, and a Qbank covering
all relevant nursing school topics – all of which can be used as part
of your overall teaching plan.

Rhonda Lawes, PhD(c), RN
Director of Nursing, Lecturio.com

Your Partner in
Nursing Education

Why are we
different.
Everyone needs a personal assistant
every now and again. While we can’t
pick up your dry cleaning, we CAN
tutor your students individually – best
of all, our website is available 24 hours
a day!

Support distance
teaching & learning
y Boost students’ participation and learning
success, even from a distance if needed
y Designed to maximize recall and conceptual
clarity
y Built on principles of learning science

Identify students’ difficulties
with pinpoint accuracy
y Lecturio monitors engagement by measuring
students’ activity levels and performance data
collected during various learning segments
y Identify where your students are struggling
and create individual action plans

Inspect that the catheter tip is intact

Sample sequence from Fundamentals of
Nursing Theory Clinical Skills Module with
Samantha Rhea

Create & assign
your own courses
y Upload existing or custom learning material,
quickly and easily!
y Lecturio’s comprehensive program lets you
combine different mediums and formats for
maximum learning success, including:
Videos
Recall questions
Exam practice questions
Clinical Skills videos

Cover all relevant
nursing school topics
y Experienced and proven nursing educators
y Teach the required academic nursing knowledge
y Your curriculum mapped by our experienced
team

Maternal-Newborn
With Jacquelyn
McMillian-Bohler

Dosage Calculation
With Rhonda Lawes

NCLEX Pharmacology
Review
With Rhonda Lawes

Medical-Surgical
With Rhonda Lawes

Pediatric Nursing
With Paula
Ruedebusch

Videos for Nurses.
Created by Nurses.
Forget paging through another boring textbook. Lecturio
videos are fun and engaging, providing full and complete
coverage on the most important nursing topics. Each video
comes with smart recall quizzes designed to test and
evaluate students’ progress and understanding to ensure
what is learned stays with them.

Pharmacology
With Rhonda Lawes

Physiology
With Jasmine Clark

Fundamentals of
Nursing: Clinical Skills
With Samantha Rhea

Fundamentals of
Nursing: Theory
With Samantha Rhea

Study Skills: Learn
How to Study Nursing
With Rhonda Lawes

Nursing
Prerequisites
With Vincent Racaniello

Leadership
With Christy Davidson

Customized Look & Feel:
Your Logo + Our Resources
We know how hard it is to set up an
online course, so we do the heavy lifting
for you. Give us your syllabus and we‘ll
create your unique course in Lecturio
with a seamless integration to you LMS.

Leverage your own content

y Upload your own video lectures and teaching
materials directly to the Lecturio platform
y Create recall questions within your video
lectures wherever you see fit!
y Compile and upload your own examination
questions, or use some of our own – or both!

Lecturio‘s easy-to-use backend

How it works:

Send us your
syllabus

Lecturio matches Your custom course
your course objec- is uploaded to your
tives to our video
school’s custom
lessons and exam
account
practice questions

Assign video
lectures and track
student progress

Watch students
master their exams

Ariel
“Amazing instructor! The best instructor ever! Rhonda Lawes has
really taught me critical thinking. I
wish she was my nursing professor
throughout nursing school. She’s
just amazing and was destined to
teach nursing.”

Your Partner in Nursing Education

Created by the nurses of today.
For the nurses of tomorrow.
www.lecturio.com
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